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Review by Rocio G. Davis for PALH-EZINE
_Screaming Monkeys enacts one of the most challenging, yet
culturally rewarding, subversions of prevailing stereotypes of
Asian Americans in contemporary mass media. The title of the
anthology comes from a controversial incident that sparked the
editor’s anger: in a restaurant review published in Milwaukee
Magazine in 1998, the reviewer calls a young Filipino American
boy a “rambunctious little monkey,” leading to a flurry of
indignant responses by Asians. The key issue was simple: the
writer’s ignorance of Filipino and Filipino American history led
her to frivolously write what she probably considered a cute
anecdote. How exceedingly misguided she was is evidenced by
this amazing anthology, a dramatic work of creativity and
resistance to uninformed cultural categories and a vital document
that professors of Asian American studies or anyone interested in
the complex history of Asians in America will appreciate.
_Sunaina Maira, noting the “rise of Indo-chic” in the last couple of
years, “part of a wider marketing of ‘Asian cool’ in fashion, music,
and film,” asks the crucial question: “So what kinds of
representations do we, and can we, construct in response?” Here is
the answer: M. Evelina Galang and her amazing team of editors
have constructed an anthology of a wide range of texts and images
that illustrate how Asian America has been uncritically represented
in the media and in art, to challenge those representations with art
itself. The juxtaposition of creative modes—fiction, poetry, essay,
art with advertisements and critical pieces—provides a nuanced
perspective of the vexed position of Asian Americans in
mainstream America, and obliges us to rethink our manner of

cultural classifications. The range and quality of the contributions
is to be applauded—texts by established writers such as Carlos
Bulosan, Maxine Hong Kingston, Gish Jen, Hisaye Yamamoto,
and Li-Young Lee dialogue with work by young artists, “found”
images and texts that include a Skyy Vodka ad, a photograph of
Madonna “channeling her inner geisha” (488), a reproduction of a
Newsweek article from 2000 that claims that Asian men are the
latest trophy boyfriends, Bill Clinton’s apology to Japanese
America, and critical or personal essays, like Wen Ho Lee’s
account of his interrogation by the CIA and an essay by David
Mura where he explains why he’s glad he didn’t get a role in
Fargo. As such, the anthology’s vital metacritical design is to
make Asian American voices (screams!) heard—loudly! These
texts subvert stereotypical images by presenting them in a new
strategic light: they show how the media invents, advocates, and
sustains the stereotypes of Asians in America precisely because
they have misunderstood, ignored or trivialized the presence of
Asians in American history, culture, cities, sports, and
entertainment. And it allows Asian Americans to speak for
themselves, though an extraordinary assemblage of artistic modes.
The selections are warm and funny, cynical and offensive, suspect
and strange, but, as a whole, the anthology will not leave one
indifferent. Galang’s intelligent and thoughtful anthology is a vital
contribution to the development of Asian American cultural
studies.
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